Healy – Next Level Wellness
Vibrational healing device you can wear
The Healy wearable medical device is most remarkable. It genuinely works at the vibrational level,
delivering results in a multitude of wellness areas. The physical device is one and the same, with a phone
app controlling the compact Healy. Four different versions & prices are software options for your phone,
with further healing paradigms included with each upgrade.
I recommend the Healy Holistic Health Plus for individuals not interested in the analysis. It has all the
 rograms that you can need, including:  Learning  Fitness  Job  Beauty  Chakras  Protection. You
p
can buy a cheaper version to lower your initial investment, and while it costs more in total to upgrade later,
you may indeed expand your Healy Gold later on to get it all. The top model Healy Resonance is the one
you want if you offer healing sessions, including running analysis of energy, aura and chakras.
1. To peruse the website or buy the Healy: https://www.healy.shop/en/partner/?partnername=Steinar11
2. To clearly see the difference between the four software versions offered, choose “Product World”,
then the submenu “The Healy”.
3. To register as a member and start selling: https://partner.healyworld.net/Steinar11
Any questions? Want to take part in new country launches? Any support issues? Send me an email

A healer in your pocket, and a great business opportunity
With wearable healing technology, there’s a new paradigm with us. And
getting the Healy into your life, you truly have a new ‘buddy’. As issues get
reduced, if not eradicated, you move into other aspects of use. Moving on,
you may elect to upgrade a more reasonable version to one with a broader
selection of programs. The Healy overall capacity is further updated through
minor and major updates offered through the yearly (euro 49) subscription.
The business opportunity for Healy is uniquely strong. Healy the company is
generous with their business partners (members), offering a great compensation plan. Contact me to know more or set up an exploration call.

Steinar Almelid – Inviting you to a highly meaningful business
Officer, Sound Healer and Business Consultant. Email me: steinar@vistra.no
Website: www.sanatahealing.net

